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Some stories you tell nobody
will ever believe. But as a musician you can say the silliest
nonsense without the danger
being sent to the funnyfarm.
So let's give it a try!
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now-empty band account!
Anyway, just don't come
asking us about things happened before 2007. No
questions about EMILS, the
MILITANT MOTHERS, the
APPD or the Chaos Days. We
really don't know much about
all this ... is was the work of
our doppelgangers (probably
now stumbling around back
on OUR earth!).

The truth is: We are not from
this world. Our earth is not as
backward as this one - on the
other hand, Punk has never
happened there, and Alice
Cooper died in 1973.
But it's this Alice Cooper
of whom Karl has been a
really big fan since early
adolescence. That's why he
always wanted to sing in an Alice
Cooper tribute band. Since Karl is
an old friend of us (and besides, the
Cooper songs are easy to play), we
had been on the road as THE NICE
GUYS since 2004.
But unfortunately not very successfully. For unknown reasons we never
caught our audience.
But then one day ... hm, it's a little
difficult to tell ... well, strange superhuman beings sent us on the hunt for
"positive energies".
No, it wasn't God, and we weren't
drunk oder stoned, either. We were
just handed a "Hirntrafo", and this
machine should do all the miracles
we couldn't do ourselves.
With the help of this thing we came
to YOUR world, and then met the

BAD BRAINS in the years of 1979,
82, und 89, to be exact. This was also
our first encounter with PUNK - we
were really impressed!
The impact was so great, that we had
the idea to play the BAD BRAINS'
songs in OUR world ... claiming WE
were the BAD BRAINS!!
When we fell into the hands of a ruthless manager and understood that
our use of the Hirntrafo had sucked
away all the energy from the real BAD
BRAINS, we destroyed the hellish You
don't understand a word? Just like
we. As we've told you before, some
stories nobody will ever believe ...
Perhaps it would be a better idea to
would listen to our CD HIRNTRAFO
- and then read the book, too. Maybe
the coin will drop - and, what's more,
a little something will flow into our

Only Rotter und Ud-I were
lucky: They could "continue"
to play in their bands STONE
COLD BLACK und PULT unconspicuously. Nobody gave a thought
about their "blackouts" here and
there. Nothing new ...
Finally, many thanks to the BAD
BRAINS, which are the only ones
who know the truth so also this story,
too. It's still a joy to play your songs,
expecially in our German versions.
Your "Positive Mental Attitude" is
always with us.
Of course, we can't use the BAD
BRAINS's name here - that's why we
call it KEIN HASS DA. Not only a name
but also a means of self-hypnosis.
Yeah ... writing a 'band info' can get
you into a pretty hateful mood. Does
anyone in their right mind really like
to ruin their day with stupid promo
trash?
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„Die BAD BRAINS nur nachspielen... Das wäre
nach hinten losgegangen! Was geht: Dieses
einzigartige Geschenk annehmen und zusammen mit
eigenen Erfahrungen und Gefühlen in ein
wirklich eigenes Statement verwandeln. Und der
Weg dorthin führt über die Muttersprache ...“
... another catch 2023 production
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IN THIS SONGBOOK ...
... you will find all lyrics of our CD HIRNTRAFO as welll as
those that didn't fit on the CD!

KEIN HASS DA are

Thanks to the BAD BRAINS for creating
this enormous rich bag of musical and
spiritual ideas. It is a real joy to play
these songs!

Olli - git
Rotter - dr
Udo - bass
Karl - voc
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All songs by BAD BRAINS, except "Nie
mehr tot", "Rettungspaket", "Versagerlatein" and "Was bleibt" - those were
written by KEIN HASS DA!

MILITANT MOTHERS
www.myspace.com/militantmothers

All lyrics Karl Nagel,
inspired by Paul Hudson/HR

STONE COLD BLACK
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Bandlogo by Till Felix and Karl Nagel,
after the BAD-BRAINS-Logo on the
1981 ROIR-Tape (by Donnell Gibson &
Jay Jones)
Illustration by Vincent Burmeister, after
the illustration on the 1981 ROIR-Tape
(by MIR)
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On The Screen
Auf dem Schirm

may I say
this car
made just for you
buy'm'disover
nature pureSie Natur pur
so tasty
straight to you brain!
one pizza more
alone at home
a fat pig
with a hurting leg
I feel so weak
game over?
how can I escape
from the bomb
in my brain?
am I where I always
wanted to be?
I only live in my tv
Do you like
entertainment 24-7?
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stay cool
don't be so hard-headed
open the chest
of melancholy
does anger flow
through you soon?
yes, it makes sense now
so cry it out loud
don't live
a second hand life!
how tasty it may seem
never again blind
never again blind
how can you escape
from the bomb
in your brain?
are you where you always
wanted to be?
when will i see you
in my tv
original song BAD BRAINS:
„At The Movies“

Cheap Ticket Flight
Billigflug

who cares
for their screaming
no cheap tickets anymore
who cares
what they may do
no cheap tickets anymore
ey - now let's call the police!
ey - now let's call the police!
who cares
for their screaming
no cheap tickets anymore
who cares
what they may do
no cheap tickets anymore
ey - now let's call the police!
ey - now let's call the police!

no cheap tickets anymore
no cheap tickets anymore
Hey, pardon
daily demon …
ey - no cheap tickets anymore
ey - no cheap tickets anymore
who cares
for their screaming
no cheap tickets anymore
who cares
what they may do
no cheap tickets anymore
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Attitude“
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Bragger's Executioner
Blender Henker

the machinery
got something better to do
standing in the dirt to the lips
no, we will not help you
to get out
no, we don't feel any regret
we just want to see you go
nails into the coffin
I enjoy giving my o.k.
no saviours in sight
throw the bragger
into the deep sea!
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Fearless Vampire Killers“
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Message
Botschaft

ready ready ready
for an earthquake
ready for an earthquake
stop complaining, man
just start now
chose freedom or slavery
wake up just fantasy in everyone
today's the day of your ride
into your soul - YEAH!
be the message
look ahead
sing the message
lies lies lies,
lies and fakes ruling
and hate
lies and fakes ruling
want to oppress you
how long will the madness last?
how does a revolt work?
wake up just fantasy in everyone
today's the day of your ride
into your soul - YEAH!
be the message
oh you're in a good mood
sing the message
be the message
quiet but with full strength
sing the message
Besing' die Botschaft
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lies lies lies,
lies and fakes ruling
lies and fakes ruling
want to oppress you
how long will the madness last?
how does a revolt work?
wake up just fantasy in everyone
today's the day of your ride
into your soul - YEAH!
live the message
'cause you are the message
dance the message
the rhythm doesn't hurt you
ready for an earthquake
stop complaining, man
just start now
chose freedom or slavery
wake up just fantasy in everyone
today's the day of your ride
into your soul - YEAH!
live the message
'cause you are the message
dance the message
the message is your rescue
original song BAD BRAINS:

„Soul Craft“

Don't Need It
Brauch' ich nicht

I don't need shares
don't have a driving licence
will never get a pension
don't want to be so nicely dressed
I don't want to change
with anoyone
Just want to inspire myself
and by thinking
that I would regret
you will gain no fun
don't need no custom engine
I fly by my own strength
and if you want to stop me
I don't care for you
my magic impulse
running well with positive energy
and by thinking
that I would regret
you will gain no fun
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Don't Need It“
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Conquering The World
Die Welt erobern

nobody dares
to overcome the wall
it's so dangerous
mines everywhere
we don't care
we are joining the mob
led by a nazi team
yes
conquering the world!
we're screaming
conquering the world
filled with joy
the people are singing
on their way
to a slaughter party
in a mountain of corpses
your dreams are burning
they evaporate
in a nazi test
conquering the world!
we're screaming
conquering the world

only megalomania
the hands dirty
no blank cheques
never
never!
so listen to me
telling you now
about the fire
glowing within you
in a mountain of corpses
your dreams are burning
they evaporate
in a nazi test
conquering the world!
we're screaming
conquering the world
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Big Take Over“
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Just Being Against It
Einfach dagegen

deep in my mind
I'm just confused
just a little broken up
i see through it
all the mud, trash, gossip
and the bums’ schnapps
though all their hateful talking
i see harmony
under the mistrust
under all the scorn
which way are you going?
I know the solution
will flight into your heart so soon
oh my love, which way are you going?
I know the solution
will flight into your heart so soon
and now, for all of you:
I've got an Ipod Nano
and a real big Mac
I have an HD TV and digital cable
I've been for a week on the Bahamas
just for my harmony
just for my agony
I’m lazy, but never mind
what do you wanna do?

what a celebration for the plague
if your own house is burning
and the mob has fun
while you're dying
let's be tough on the market
'cause nobody cares
and tv lets everybody know
about everything
so loud our rejection
with every stone
tattooed into our hearts
that we are against it
I'll get under the wheels
'cause nobody can hear me
they don't understand my pleading
and my password is wrong
against all power saying simply no
against all power being united
where is a smiling YES ... ?
no triumphs, no moaning
just being against it
and I know I can't do it
just being against it, sure
so many people, so many people
just being against it
and I know I won't do it
just being against it, sure

original song BAD BRAINS:
„I Against I“
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Go With Me
Geh' mit mir

in the void, then,
a sound becomes manifest
join my way
now and then the voice
silences in the storm
I miss her so much
so vehemently we're digging
into the ground
to defeat the doubt
if you want
to chase away the vampire
go with me
fill your heart
with intelligence
on your ride
it will be so helpful

in the search
for guarantees
(think about it!)
yes you're right
no one can escape
pure life
only breathes free
but for tomorrow
we guarantee vividness
when your faith
is lost in tears
go with me
uniformed brutality
(stop it!)
attacks my integrity
but who takes my hand
when i am paranoid
who satisfies my thirst
and my fear, too

Originalsong BAD BRAINS:
„Let Me Help“
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Mixing Genes
Gene mischen

mixing genes
not only screaming on my mind
but the transmission
of the vision succeeds
if the rhythm feels the rhythm
quite hard
all the genes on the way are
so distinctive
mixing genes
forget your fear
walk through the wall
a poor country's behind you
all your hope
crushed in the mincer
melancholy
it never flew higher
mixing genes
not only screaming on my mind
time is passing
way too magically
when the melt of your senses
is flowing so pure and clear
drums telling
about a landing
on mars
mixing genes
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forget your fear
walk through the wall
a poor country's behind you
all your hope
crushed in the mincer
melancholy
it never flew higher
the magic continues
so far, yet close
hands like balsam
wonderful
never the light
seemed to shy
and so we’re mixing
ourselves ever again
mixing genes
forget your fear
go through the wall
you see, there's a new country
in the light of hope
a garden blossoms
mystery
it will hear us
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Re-Ignition“

House Of Terror
Haus der Schrecken

here in the house of terror
I want fo feel joyful today
oh yes, freedom is waving,
my child …
but who
knows my Dausenau
oh here
inside of me
it is still working
in my dreams
about to burn my heart now
here in the house of terror
I would like to laugh
inside
the Hulk is still my friend
he gave my life a meaning

and all the children screaming
they cannot grow
cannot forget
never
never!
here in the house of terror
where is mummy, daddy?
give me an answer
it is my right, yeah,yeah!
here in the house of terror!
original song BAD BRAINS:
„House Of Suffering“
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I Am Not Alone
Ich bin nicht allein

life without any meaning (no)
but fighting and smashing (no)
life without any meaning (no)
just tormenting and hunting
oh never, no
i don’t ever want to be like this
knoweth, never, no
I don’t ever want to be like this
and no sense at all
in all this greedy accumulation
no, no sense at all
in mountains of killing weapons
oh never, no
I don’t ever want to be like this
knoweth, never, no
I don’t ever want to be like this
don't need an army
oh never, no
I don’t ever want to be like this
knoweth, never, no
I don’t ever want to be like this
oh what a surprise
I am not alone
they want us to stay quiet
but i am not alone
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(they want) to destroy our lives
I am not alone
even if they try to cover it up
never mind
don't need an army
oh it's not all the same
facing the wind
oh never, no
never mind
I am not alone
knoweth, never, no
never mind
I am not alone
in light and dark
I am not alone
wherever it will lead me
I am not alone
really never mind
I am not alone
original song BAD BRAINS:
„I+I Survive“

Me? No!
Ich? Nein!

I never dared the perversity
I am the man
who can do everything right
a real capacity
I do what has to be done
with a sense of reason
and proportion
I am superior to everyone
I don't enjoy anything
Yeah! Ohoh
I never dared
dreaming so cool
I'm standing lonely at the top
and enjoy this feeling
all girls just want me
I punish all idiots
I rule with the whip
I am a star and god
Yeah! Ohoh
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you’ll end in the dirt!
you cry-baby!
when I close my eyes
I feel the mud
and in the end
I know everything
about me
I am no leader
never have been
don't let them seduce you
you'll end in a war
No! Ohoh
Ohohoh...
original song BAD BRAINS: „I“

Still There

Immer noch da
you are dissolving
more and more
like a ghost
you're walking on the water
you say
I'm far behind
the topics of today
but your face
is becoming paler and paler
with fear
but the funny thing
about you is
yes, you think
you're a winner
but the funny thing
about me is
I'm still there!

doesn't matter as ever before
what you are doing
and whether you're relaxing
on the way to victory
you fell asleep
and you got chained so securely
but the funny thing
about you is
yes, you think
you're a winner
but the funny thing
about me is
I'm still alive!
I'M STILL THERE!
I'M STILL THERE!
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Right Brigade“
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No Hate There
Kein Hass da

swore revenge
dying suffering
a fist clenched in anger
but will not grip the stone
if you think their complaining
never ends
but there will be justice
in the swamp of wrong paths
and because
I’m looking forward
to the next day
and because
I feel like you
that's why there's no hate
that's why there's no hate
some dreadul murder
is growing in pain and harm
when hate and revenge rule
my answer is very simple
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what's the use of your hate?
your death melody
where is the warmth
to cure the hate
and because
I’m looking forward
to the next day
and because
I feel like you
that's why there's no hate
that's why there's no hate
there is a way to be alive
without hate and revenge
freeing
renewing
and firing away
then there will be no hate
original song BAD BRAINS:
„I+I Rasta“

Jail Planet
Knastplanet

even if you keep us in prison
it is freedom
that unites us
even if you think
we're suffering so much
there's clarity
that shines in us
ohoh, the invaders
standing at the gates
you are lost
never mind
you can believe me
no wall will hold us
good bye ...

a jail planet
built in thousands of years
heroin, alcohol, glue
eat your brain
I can't trust them
you,you're twisted
my Jail is a planet
we, we got ourselves
we know ways
singing our songs
tonight
it's sure
forget it
you'll never understand
I got myself
can never lose myself
so you, you will be late
in ruins your jail planet

original song BAD BRAINS: „Bannd In DC“
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Marshall Law
Kriegsrecht

now all the dams are breaking
now flames are blazing
and everywhere the mob rules
they're calling for martial law
original song BAD BRAINS: „Riot Squad“
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Dont't Bother Me/Serving Machine
Lass mich in Ruh'/Dien' Maschin'

you look at me
in a really bad mood
don't bother me
you want to beat
the shit out of me
don't bother me
yeah, you are wasted,
it’s the 10th beer
are you feeling well?
let me tell you
whatever you'll do
don't bother me
you, you’re staring at me
babbling in my ears "hey you"
telling me "you are not one of us"
you're doing big
but you're not able to stand tight
you think
you're a real fighter
a long time ago
I've had enough
don't bother me
well, I just run away
and suddenly I was free - YEAH!
(serving machine)
In hte middlke, awakening
how's the youth gone?
(serving machine)
I'm an old man now
almost dead
unified with computer technology
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you look at me
the cold terror
don't bother me
there is no way to run away
don't bother me
it's enough!
What's up? - do you pay the price?
walking on your knees
to escape death
living with machines
(serving machine)
serving machine'
always serving
(Dien' Maschin')
sing machine
bring machine
everything's just a dake
I know nowting'S real!
serving machine
serving machine
no light nowhere
when I freeze
cold and empty
in the grip of technology
oh, serving machine
no, don't let it end so bad
please ...
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Gene Machine/Don't Bother Me“

Death No More
Nie mehr tot

do I feel your shaking
you secret thunderstorm
don't think ylu are small
to move the whole world
to feed the hungry
all comes from the seed
speed of light
in agony
death no more
escape from the dark
death no more
end the time of terror
enough with all the hiding
wake up your breath
believe me, you can scream
don't listen to the snakes
to noise and pomposity
nothing is what it seems to be
at frist sight!
speed of light
in monotony
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death no more
If you seek
for immortality
your life
can be dangerous
or tender
surprising
and consuming you
if you discover yourself new
not hiding your face
not dying in silence
this day
is your day
in misery
grows dawn
and there will be
death no more
original song KEIN HASS DA

Never What They Want
Nie was sie wollen

forever blond
just bask in your fame
everybody knows your face
what's left to be done?
banality has a dull face
you don't realize
that I don't follow
your orders
we will never do
what they want
never do
what serves them
oh no
driven by greed
addicted to get
more and more
to make us stay
it will not work
without tricks
but whatever you do
it will always be
a dirty game
do you believe
we'll ever bow before you?
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we will never do
what they want
never do
what serves them
forever blond
your fame is over now
that much is obvious
what's left to be done?
banality has a dull face
you don't realize
that I don't follow
your orders
we will never do
what they want
never do
what serves them
original song BAD BRAINS:
„We Will Not“

Just A Simple Thing
Nur 'ne Kleinigkeit

just a simple thing - go!
everytime
I feel so sick of it
they say "it will not work!"
so I do it my own way
it's a ride on my power
finally, it becomes clear
i am not alone
if I want to do it
I’ll do it fast
just a simple thing
beaming makes feel good
and makes the blaze flow
through my blood
so let's start
so loud not quietly
feel the lust in bravery!
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there's a savior at home
saving you
before the great flood
so let's start
so loud not quietly
feel the lust in bravery!
I feel like coming home
and you'll be the next
I hold it in my hands
it makes me feel good
help is not far away
help is not far away
it's the blaze
that keeps me alive
and it burns in YOU!
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Coptic Times“

Longing For Time
Peile Zeit

I could escape
to refresh me
wanted to mix up
the whole world
and I felt
so close as never before
the magic
of fantasy
back into reality
love was driven away
by banality
looking for time
looking for money
looking for sex
looking for pain
in all that yelling
can you feel the pain?
just a pale image
we gotta go home!
in the nowhere
i will not become happy
without a home
anyway
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just hanging around
I can only lose
because fear
can never push me
in the dusk of morning
we're ready
we just say NO
because we have enough
enough of the fear
enough of the need
enough of the hatred
we gotta go!
genius together
genius from anger
genius with warmth
from the blaze!
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Pay To Cum“

Bail Out

Rettungspaket
where is my bail out
where will the crash blow me
where is my bail out
when I'll be broken
will I lose my soul
or just money
in tyranny
I am not alone
wonderful
withput bitterness
I reach my hand to you
Amnesia
no peace
with the money forge!
YOU are my bail out
no billions
no trillions
I'm not dreaded anymore
we're going together
Ich fürchte mich nicht mehr
I'm not dreaded anymore
now

no island in the truth
no ...
GO
Grinding without an end
until you won just fear
DollarDollar Euro Gold
they cry
YOU
save me
Vor faulen Staatsanleihen
paymy interests
in an Inflation
where is my bail out
where will the crash blow me
where is my bail out
when I'll be broken
will I lose my soul
or just money
BUT
my whole life insured
destroying independency
paying only taxes
for your deficit
YOU
give you trillions
for the best trick
sweet bankrun kisses a deflation

original song KEIN HASS DA
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Return To Eden
Rückkehr nach Eden

return to eden
worknhardnfast
burn in the race for money
die as tired hero
run inside
the engine of the world
no eden
take a bath in your sweat
just ignoring the dirt
you'll never
get rid of it
what makes us so lame
so cowardly
from deep anger
flowing up hope
more and more turns into
a rebellion
return to eden
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suffered under kickings
a dream has ripened
when will it become real
and puts an end
to all the suffering
yes, this one
an alternative
to endless crazy wars
a world we will love
and we will now fly to
like giants
no place too far
where the nightmare
would be over
return to eden
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Return To Heaven“

His Eyes
Sein Blick

his eyes made energy flow
I cannot forget
never
his eyes made energy flow
some time ago
I was ready
and the black man
touched me
what slept so long
began as a game
and became
never too much
I will never forget his eyes
oh, how much I loved them
the pure power of the sun
his eyes made energy flow
I couldn’t imagine
how much
his eyes made energy flow
in dark and light
I could see it
no, he never made a stop
my brother seemed
carried away so often
galaxies away
like gone crazy in anger

will he ever return
quiet and calm
from the search for the boss
I will never forget his eyes
oh, how much I loved them
the pure power of the sun
his eyes made energy flow
his eyes made energy flow
I really miss him so much
his eyes made energy flow
once again
my heart touched
but I couldn't recognize him
when will it be
that he stays
and screams again
yes, screams again
I will never forget his eyes
oh, how much I loved them
the pure power of the sun
his eyes made energy flow
original song BAD BRAINS: „Secret 77“
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Set The Sails
Setz' die Segel

set the sails
on the rollercoaster
break the rules
hey, we're going ahead!
tell me – ahead!
I can feel it deep inside me
I will not stay if you don't know
where you are traveling
will I dare
to try something new?
just to reject it
at last, laughing

you don't adore me anymore
because I can fly
without alcohol
is that fair?
you don't like me laughing
in the middle of a battle
so it's clear
all the anger
will tear us apart
set the sails
on the rollercoaster
break the rules
hey, we're going ahead!
tell me – ahead!
you thought
I could not stand it
but i am still not full
just discovered
and so soon the suffering
goes away beautiful the ever
chaging nature of time
nothing's for eternity!

original song BAD BRAINS:
„Sailin' On“
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She Loves Like You
Sie liebt wie du

she laughs like you
he weeps like you
she sleeps like you
he dreams like you
like a blinding flash
aroma of licorice
howsoever it may happen
nobody knows the smith
there are so many dreams
they waft
in power transformers
but one thing is certain
they can never be lost
she made a decision
warmth without torture
he made a decision
nearness without torture
a vibrating magnet
tingling electricity
a kaleidoscope in the light
no borders anymore
oh, can there be something
to unify our souls
a kiss so wonderful
takes all the children home
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she made a decision
warmth without torture
he made a decision
nearness without torture
yes, she strokes you soft
and she suffers
yes, she feels like you
and he knows it
when he's hot
yes, he loves like you and you
yes, they laugh
and they cry
yes, they feel like you
oh, they feel like you
she made a decision
warmth without torture
he made a decision
nearness without torture
original song BAD BRAINS:
„She's Calling You“

Dream Volcano
Traumvulkan

dream volcano
quietly, quietly, quietly
almost unnoticed
I murmur my iron oath
no posing
I swear so quietly
my cure
but there’s hectic
seething in the deep
so much as never
no one can see
the magma industry
the energy
deep inside
in the glowing
the fire lurks
please, forgive my screaming
I can't explain
dream volcano
your, your, your,
I’d really like
to touch your soul
lava sticking on my fingern
it's magic
it’s burning
you just know a single part of me
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will you be close?
I will sleep until dawn
in the dream volcano
deep inside
in the glowing
the fire lurks
please, forgive my screaming
I can't explain
dream volcano
I'm bubbling in the stew
of all my desires
so hot
powerlessness and anger
are burning
I've got to get out of here
only fantastic ideas on my mind
born again
covered in my little bed
so warm your hand
so warm my bed
in the dream volcano
original song BAD BRAINS:
„Sacred Love“

Loser's Tales
Versagerlatein

some day
you really want to do it
some day you'll really
quit your job, yeah
a thousand times
the same pious lies
a thousand times
something like this
the same littel self-fraud
who can look into your soul
how can one breathe
with a faked self-confidence
there is just talking
and fog everywhere
a loser's tale

how can one breathe
with a faked self-confidence
there is just talking
and fog everywhere
a loser's tale
what do you want
whar are you doing
what's thinking your mind
what makes you go so slow
I can't wait any longer
our ways now separate
what do you want
whar are you doing
what's thinking your mind
what makes you go so slow
I'm flying to the moon
'cause there's no other way

some day
you really want to continue
to build your moon ship
a thousand times
the same pious lies
a thousand times
something like this
the same littel self-fraud
who can look into your soul

original song KEIN HASS DA
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What Remains (Of The Shine)
Was bleibt (vom Schein)

louder and louder
lambs whining
in the desert
hammers hammering
in the ruins
what remains
now there's just left
silent grief
where there were glimmer
alle the big-bellied
now hungry, thin and nervous
what remains of the shine
the dawn of mind
will not make you stupid
opens just your heart
don't whine and don't hold fast
now there's just left
silent grief
where there were glimmer
alle the big-bellied
now hungry, thin and nervous
what remains of the shine
'cause a whirlwind
in the river of time
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all glory and power
blows to dust
so surely
don't believe in winners
the runners
don't believe in winners
tomorrow I'll see you again
life blooms every day
no, no
nothing is los
there is no chain contract
that remains
'cause a whirlwind
in the river of time
all glory and power
blows to dust
so surely
don't believe in winners
the runners
don't believe in winners
what remains of the shine
original song KEIN HASS DA

Waken The Fitness
Weck' die Fitness

never!
never expire
never!
never follow the mass
you!
don't want to be so sick
away!
away with the pudding
let's take to fitness
yeah, your're digging hip hop
and others
doin' body building
they want to do it big
I want an answer
but, from rave music
to nazi-rock,
in hardcore, too,
sugar’s killing the scene
waken the fitness
don't trust chemistry
waken the fitness
trust only poetry
how
I stood between them
so stupid
too many corpses
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hold on!
you're not fit just sick
look!
you can fly on your own
Yeah, your're digging hip hop
and others doin'
body building
they want to do it big
I want an answer
but, from rave music
to nazi-rock,
in hardcore, too
sugar’s killing the scene
waken the fitness
don't trust chemistry
waken the fitness
trust only poetry
poison alarm
just leave
the ghost train
waken the fitness
don't trust chemistry
wake the fitness
trust only poetry
original song BAD BRAINS:
„With The Quickness“

Like Rain In The Sea
Wie Regen im Meer

like rain in the sea
there flows together
what belongs together
over the water
there's a wind blowing
but the rain
doesn't know hatred
the child of the sea
so don't be a shark anymore
the anger gives way
to pure trust
the orphan
a prodigy
like rain in the sea
there flows together
what belongs together
when you're walking this way
just believe in the force
you have inside of you
and you won’t fail
don't pass without a look
and never your courage will die
it lives inside of you
there’s something living
inside of you
a prodigy
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just have a look at the sea
the waves in the wind
never become tired
never dispirited
always trusting
neither does their song of hope
ever end
nor do they fear
that they will lose their power
because it never fades away
like in a war it will fight
for the children of the water
howsoever welcome
never rejected
never in a hailstorm
never in a thunderstorm
never ever suffered
in the heat of the day
never ever suffered
in the dark of night
whatever happens to you
the force will come!
it's magical
and not a dream
you prodigy…

original song BAD BRAINS: „Secret 77“

How Far Can A Punk Go
Wie weit darf ein Punk gehen?
I was a noble knight, finally
they only left me
to be biter
they tried to read from my lips
so I had to be a faker
a pig
as the master of chaos
I had to be nazi
or prince
and now I have to pay the price
I'm on my way to execution
It was my fault (how nice)
drunken without beer
always a punch too much
answering questions nobody asked
what a crazy war
with no chance of a victory
it stole my time
just to build a huge monument
in a storm of idiocy
hold me tight!
how far may a punk go?
original song BAD BRAINS:
„How Low Can A Punk Get“
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